Mooring between Piles

Pilings

Fenders/Bumpers

Standard Mooring

Storm Lines Added

General Notes:
- Spring lines should be set to hold boat minimum 1 ft off dock in a head wind
- Long leads are best, particularly on pilings, to allow for water level variation & waves
- Both sets of lines to take equal tension when lines doubled
- Use storm poles (extras) for attachment if available
Side on Berths

Standard Mooring

Storm Lines Added

General Notes:
- Both sets of lines to take equal tension when lines doubled
- Use storm poles (extras) for attachment if available
- Add extra fendering, attached to the dock if possible
T-dock Mooring

General Notes:
- Spring lines should be set to hold boat minimum 1 ft off dock in a head wind
- Long leads are best, particularly on pilings, to allow for water level variation & waves
- Both sets of lines to take equal tension when lines doubled
- Add extra fendering, attached to the T-dock if possible

Standard Mooring

Storm Lines Added